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I'H VS ICAL REVIEW VOL UME 1'I2, NUMBER 5

Modified Dispersion Relations and ~~ Scattering~

DavID J. GzoRGE, BmsAm HAI.E, AND ARNor. D TvaIS
DeperANerit oj-Physics, Perdue Vnk erst, IefuyeNe, InCheee

(Received 29 AprH 1968)

Tbc wK S-vfave scattcr1ng-length plcdictlons of %cinbcrg have been tcstcd by uslIlg dispersion sum rules
for the in6nite-energy cross section. Reasonable agreement is obtained vrith the in6nite-energy cross section
(=15 mb) estimated from the factorization theorem for the Pomeranchon Regge residues. Experimental
phase-shift data of Gutay et al., %'alker @cL, and Baton et cl. are used in estimating the dispersion integrals.
The analysis seems to rule out an I=0 5-@rave scattering length ~0,4p,-1.

' 'HE question of 5-wave xm scattering lengths is of
considerable theoretical interest in view of recent

current-algebra' 4 and dispersion-relation' calculations.
'|Irate have tested the predictions of %'einberg' by using
modi6ed dispersion relations to calculate infinite-energy
cross sections in various isospin channels. By demand-

ing consistency among the equations and .by using
factorization of Regge residues, '~ we can put some
limits on possible values for the scattering lengths.
Although the experimental data, on. ~~ scattering are
rather uncertain, ' " our general conclusions'are not
very sensitive to the precise values for the phase
shifts.

e normalize the forward mm scattering amplitudes
Rs follows:

ImT««(I«) =g«'~' O(M)

ImT+«(c«) = err + &(««),

where co, q are, respectively, the laboratory energy and
momentum; y is the pion mass and the «(&o)'s are the
total cross sections, In terms of isospin components,

By writing a Gilbert dispersion relation" and taking
the llIDlt co ~Co, WC easily dCllVC

*%ork supported. by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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4 For discussion of unitary corrections to the S-wave scattering
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2 "ReT(q)—ReT(0)
( )=- (o)+- fig . (3)

If we assume that ReT(g) for large q is dominated by
the I" (f'meson) Regge trajectory, ReT(g) q

I" with
ap'&1 and the integral in (3) is well de6ned.

We next evaluate (3) using Weinberg's scattering
lengths' and the experimental data on phase shifts of
%alkcr eS ul. ' and of Baton e$ cl.".

In terms of the 5- and P-wave phase shifts, we have
near threshold

ReTI(q) = (16m.E/2pp) cour«sinbI« I= 0, 2 (4)

ReTI(q) =(1'.E/2pP)3 cosbII sinbI',

where IsE and p are, respectively, the pion c.m. energy
and momentum.

For c.rn. energies below 625 MCV, we use the fol-
lowing expansions:

p cosh/=e -2'+ ,'r pI', -
p cotb««= u« '+sir«pI+bp4+cp~,

P' COtbI' ——CI-'.

The reason we use a diferent form of expansion for
each phase shift is that we want to take the minimum
number of parameters necessary to obtain a smooth fit
to the experimental data.

The &r(0) are related to the scattering lengths as
follows:

I For a physical discussion of this choice of eGective range,
see, e.g., the Appendix of Ref. 5.

i740

Phase shifts given by the expansions in (6) snd coI-
responding experimental phase shifts are displayedin
Figs. 1 Rnd 2. Thc %cinbcrg scattcllng lengths Rnd

physical CGective ranges'4 are used.

co= 0.2p ', so= 0.Sp-'.

ed= —0.06@ ', re=0.5p,-'.
The value of c1 ls taken Rs 0.054p ln order to give a
smooth 6t to the data of Baton et al."
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FIG. 1. The bo' and 820 phase shifts as a function of the total c.m.
energy. The 6t to these phase shifts is discussed in the text.

FIG. 2. The b1' phase shift. The fit to the phase
shift is discussed in the text.

Above 1-BeV c.m. energy (3.45-BeV lab energy) we
assume that ReT(pp) is given by the P' exchange

ReT((p) = (pp /tan 1rop )(tp/top) +'. (9)

In order to estimate y~. we use the factorization
theorem'~

pp'~~ (rp'rN)s/'rp'NN (10)

Taking the usual value of 0.~ =0.6 and co 0=1 HeV, we
find"

y~ ~=10.4mb BeV,

yg ~~=62 mb BeV,
yielding

=1.'7 mb BeV. (12)

TAnLE I. Calculated contributions to p (op l.

Contribution

(0)
Integral, 2p &8&625 MeV
Integral, 625 MeV&E&1 SeV
Integral, 1 BeV&E&
Total

~oo(~)
(mb)

+ 7.9
+12,9—2.4—0;1

18.3

~+o()
(mb)

+ 0.9-
+17.0—2.8
+ 14

16.5

"See, e.g., %. Rarita, R. J; Riddell Jr., C. Chiu, and R. J.
Phillips, Phys. Rev. 165, 1615 (1968).

With these assumptions we have calculated o(ao)
and the results are displayed in Table I. It can be seen
that with these assumptions we obtain values for o (po)
in reasonably good agreement with the prediction
following from the factorization theorem for the

Pomeranchon Regge residues, "
o..(po)=rr„mrs(po)/oNN(po)=15 mb. (13)

The important point of this calculation is that most
of the contribution to the integral comes from below
625 MeV and so depends strongly on the scattering
lengths used. It is not very sensitive to the effective
ranges used however; it was found that varying the
eGective ranges over the interval 0.25@ '&r0, 2&0.75p, '
changed the value of o (po) by less than 0.5 mb.

We also calculated p o o(~ ), using the data of Gutay
et al.'" for 8p', adjusting b and c in (6) to ftt their 8pP.

We found
a o o(co) =12.1 111b.

By inverting the calculation, we can obtain rough
limits on ap and as. We assume a value for o(~) and
then determine the values of ao and ug which are con-
sistent with it, the effective-range parameters and a~
being held constant.

With o + o(oo)=15&5 mb, at ——0.054@ ', rs 0.5y ', ——
we 6nd

as ——(—0.1+0.08)p '. (15)

A second value of —0.5p
—' can be eliminated on the

basis of inconsistency with the experimental 82' phase
shifts ~~

The 5-mb uncertainty in o + o(~) is introduced so
as to reQect uncertainties in a~, r~, the validity and ap-
plication of factorization theorem and the experimental
phase shifts.

If we now use the value in (15) for tss together with
rp=rs=0. 5p ' and o o o(po) =15&5 mb, we obtain, for
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the data of Walker et ul. ,'

ao (0.18&0.08)p '

ap ——(0.33+0.07)p-'

for the data of Gutay eI, al. "

Thus if our estimates of a, (~) and the effective
ranges are valid, it would seem unlikely that ao&0.4."

%e wish to thank Professor Laszlo Gutay for several
interesting discussions concerning mx phase shifts.

"For a discussion of the possibility of ap&0.4p ', see, e.g. .
J.R. Fulco and D. Y. Wong, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 1399 (1967).
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Current Algebra and Photoproduction of Pions
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University of Windsor, 5'indsor, Ontario, Canada

25 AUGUST 1968

P. NARAVANASWAKY

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India
(Received 18 December 196/)

A low-energy theorem from current-algebra techniques is employed to derive an expression for the pion
photoproduction amplitude which is shown to be gauge invariant. The low-energy predictions for the
differential cross sections and the multipole amplitudes are analyzed extensively and compared with the
experimental data. The predictions for the production of charged pions are in as good agreement with
experimental data as those of dispersion theory are. However, the current-algebra predictions for yp-+x'p
characteristically differ from other theoretical models, especially at threshold. Accurate low-energy experi-
mental data for this process should therefore provide a test of the validity of the current-algebra approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

HE algebra of vector and axial-vector currents'
together with an assumption of the pole domi-

nance of the divergence of the axial-vector current2
(PDDAC) have been employed in the past to derive
low-energy theorems for scattering amplitudes. Such
theorems lead to de6nite predictions which turn out to
be reliable for those simple cases where the coupling
constants involved are well known and when the as-
sumption of PDDAC is a justi6able approximation.
The predictions of the s- and p-wave scattering lengths
for mE scattering' are typical examples for which there
exists good agreement with experiment. It is then of
considerable interest to apply this method to the photo-
production of single pions. This approach has been used
by Fubini, Furlan, and Rossetti to derive sum rules by
making use of unsubtracted dispersion relations. %le
shall instead use it to infer the local properties of the
photoproduction amplitude in the low-energy region
near threshold.

A recent analysis' of the available experimental data
reveals that the early Born-approximation calculations'

' M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 125, 106/ {1962}.
J. Bernstein, S. Fubini, M. Gell-Mann, and W. Thirring,

Nuovo Cimento 17, 757 (1960); M. Gell-Mann and M. Levy,
ibid. 16, 705 (1960).

8 For example, A. P. Balachandran, M. G. Gundzik, and F.
Nicodemi, Nuovo Cimento 44, 1257 (1966); S. Weinberg, Phys.
Rev. Letters 17, 616 (1966); K. Raman and E. C. G. Sudarshan,
Phys. Letters 21, 450 (1966).

4 G. Hohler and W. Schmidt, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 28, 34 (1964).
~ G. F. Chew, M. L. Goldberger, F. E. Low, and Y. Nambu,

Phys. Rev. 106, 1345 (1957), referred to as CGLN.

as well as the dispersion-theory calculations' which take
account of final-state interaction via the $3~*(1238)
resonance do not provide satisfactory agreement with
experiment in the low-energy region for all the observed
photoproduction reactions. It is the purpose of this
paper to apply current-algebra techniques to the photo-
production process.

There are two problems which arise. One is that the
amplitude does not satisfy the gauge constraint when
the pion is oQ its mass shell. 7 Secondly, the extrapolation.
to the physical amplitude when the pion is on-shell has
to satisfy some criterion of smoothness since the approxi-
mation by PDDAC will otherwise be meaningless. A
recent investigation8 of pion photoproduction, using
current algebra, restricts it to the production by iso-
scalar photons in view of the gauge-invarianee problem.
In the same work, the smoothness of the extrapolation
is guaranteed by resorting to a method which makes use
of a power-series expansion.

Here we shall use the full electromagnetic interaction
with isoscalar as well as isovector photons and work
with the off-mass-shell amplitude which does not satisfy
the gauge constraint. After using current algebra and
imposing PDDAC, we pass to the physical amplitude,
which is shown to be explicitly gauge-invariant. We
shall not attempt any Taylor expansion in order to
justify the smoothness of the extrapolation, but we shall

' For example, J. S. Ball, Phys. Rev. 124, 2014 (1961).See also
discussion in Ref. 4.

~ M. Nauenberg, Phys. Letters 22, 201 (1966).
A. P. Balachandran, M. G. Gundzik, P. Narayanaswamy, and

F. Nicodemi, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 45, 339 (196/).
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